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BROWN RANCH
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Introduction

Introduction
This is a high level summary by the technical consultants of available existing Documents
containing policies, regulations, plans, and previous studies relevant to the Brown
Ranch as of the date of publishing. It helps to provide a common understanding for the
community and the Brown Ranch Focus Groups of the policy goals of the community,
regulatory framework, and forms the context for additional analysis to be performed as
part of the Brown Ranch development process.
It is organized into sections around the Brown Ranch Focus Groups as a platform for
discussion. There are numerous synergies and overlaps between the sections, and the
Focus Groups should review each section for synergies relevant to their Focus Groups.

How to Use
The extensive Documents reviewed are summarized through the use of a one page
Template providing a high level overview of the reviewed document, how it relates to the
Brown Ranch, and identifies high level opportunities, constraints, synergies, and gaps. Key
points identified in the Template have page references that can be found in the original
reviewed Document.
In depth information can be found in the original referenced Document, identified at the
top of the Template and also found in the attached Reviewed Document Bibliography.

The Template

Category (Urban Design, Infrastructure, etc.)

Document Reviewer(s) Name

Document Name
Document Publishing Date:
Document Author:

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

List primary points related to Brown Ranch in bullet or paragraph form (cite page #’s).
• Main point, (page #)
• Main point, (page #)
• Main point, (page #)
• Main point, (page #)

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

(Text here.)

(Text here.)

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

(Text here.)

(Text here.)
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Stakeholder Coordination

Mithun | Kristen Henley

Routt County Master Plan 2003

April 8, 2003
Routt County Planning Department & Citizens of Routt County

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document is designed to be flexible guidance on best practices for development in Routt
County. It encourages mixed-use residential and commercial infill in new developments, to create
pedestrian friendly communities. It includes a number of considerations to limit environmental
degradation and natural hazard exposure, and to preserve and improve where possible wildlife
habitat resources.
•

•
•
•

Environmental Impacts (page 17)
o Development should not negatively impact our rivers, streams, and their 100-year
floodplains.
o Development should not contribute to the degradation of the natural environment by
adding to water, noise, air, light, and visual pollution.
Urban growth, when appropriate, should occur in designated Growth Centers such as
Steamboat Springs, as identified and defined in the Master Plan and Sub-Area Plans. (page 8)
Pedestrian modes of transportation encouraged. (page 17)
Housing should encourage mixed use residential and commercial infill in new development
when appropriate. (page 39)

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•
•

Transit-oriented design (page 40)
"Green" building techniques that conserve
energy and reduce pollution (page 19)
Diverse housing opportunities available in
designated growth centers. (page 8)
Affordable housing close to civic/social
amenities. (page 39)
Residents’ input should receive consideration
in new developments. (page 8)

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
•
•
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•

Urban Design: Growth Centers (Connected +
Vibrant), Stakeholder involvement, Process &
Public Participation (Community Driven)
Infrastructure: Transportation (Connected +
Vibrant)
Natural & Built Sustainability: Environmental
Impact & Policies (Sustainable + Resilient)
Housing & Non-Residential Demand: range of
affordable housing, mixed use development
(Affordable + Attainable)

DATE: 3/08/22

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

•

Environmental, wildlife, floodplain, and
wildfire hazard area constraints may be
limiting, unless Growth Centers have
exclusions
- Development should not add water,
noise, air, light, and visual pollution.
(page 8)
Secondary units, affordable housing tenants,
and other housing policies may be restricted.
(page 39, 40)

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

Recognizing Brown Ranch as part of a
“Growth Center,” since it’s not yet
incorporated into Steamboat.

Government Coordination / Urban Design

Mithun | Kristen Henley

Steamboat Springs Area Community Plan
May 2004
Area Plan Coordinating Committee

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document provides guidelines, proposed regulation improvements, funding methods, prioritized
action items, and maps illustrating the policies for future development of Steamboat Springs.
The plan outlines the zoning, growth management, transportation, environmental considerations,
open space goals, housing, economic development, historic preservation, and planning guidelines
for new development.
The document describes how developments should create high quality public spaces, prioritize
pedestrian and transit connections, provide a variety of uses, housing, and walkable amenities,
incorporate TND principles, and preserve natural, scenic, and environmentally sensitive areas.
The Area Plan also describes specific goals for the development of West Steamboat Springs: how it is
within the Urban Growth boundary and should be a Pedestrian District, how it should be highly
connected to the trails and transit of the area, and how it should be its own vibrant neighborhood
center with a variety of amenities and housing types.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•
•

Environmentally sustainable, interconnected
development. (Page 174)
Multi-modal, pedestrian-focused
development and transit. Page 78
Compact, mixed-use neighborhoods and
town centers. (20)
Variety of quality affordable housing and
public spaces. (174)
Minimize low-density & single-use
development. (17)

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
•

•

Infrastructure – Integrated transportation
system of transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and
auto. (16) (Connected + Vibrant)
Natural & Built Sustainability – maximize
energy efficiency and water conservation.
(56) (Sustainable + Resilient)
Housing & Non-Residential Demand – Housing
Linkage Program, Permanently Affordable
Housing, Affordable Development Incentives.
(123) (Affordable + Attainable)

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•

Visual preservation of rural / historic views
may impact density near Route 40. (154)
Zoning types outline have little mixed-use
development. (26)
Avoiding environmentally-sensitive, wildlife,
and hazard areas may reduce developable
area more than planned. (174)
Zoning classifications will only be changed by
land owner or public process outlined in state
law. (26)

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•
•
•

Zoning maps in this and WSSAP do not show
much for our site. (203)
Clarification on Wildlife and Visual Sensitivity
Area Map legends required. (208, 209)
Strategy CD-1.4(b)-Assess and amend Site
Planning Standards so that streets, public
spaces and public buildings are arranged to
provide pedestrian connection, optimize
solar orientation, preserve views and respect
natural features. (53)
DATE: 3/08/22
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Government Coordination / Urban Design

Mithun | Kristen Henley

West Steamboat Springs Area Plan
June 19,2006
Area Plan Coordinating Committee

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document describes the guidelines for development in West Steamboat Springs, including
priorities of preserving natural and scenic features, providing necessary infrastructure, minimizing
public cost, providing adequate affordable housing, creating walkable varied neighborhoods, open
spaces, and assuring the plan is achievable. (page 8)
The Area Plan also describes the desired new develop as having a high degree of self-sufficiency,
and access to a wide variety of jobs and amenities, to substantially reduce traffic strains. Page 19
The document describes existing conditions, both environmental and built, of West Steamboat
Springs and the neighboring areas.
The plan contains Design Guidelines that address key “community-building” considerations such as
streets and alleys, open space, the mixture of unit types, and building-to-building and building-tostreet relationships. (page 10)
The document concludes with a list of action items for the City and developers, including revising the
CDC as necessary to achieve affordable housing goals.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•

•

At least 20% of units to meet long-term
affordability criteria, with incentives offered to
develop higher percentages. (10)
As the only remaining urban growth area to
be developed, this increases the important
role of West Steamboat Springs for future
growth and affordable housing. (11)
Development should walkable
neighborhoods and efficient public transit
routes. (10, 36)

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
•
•
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Urban Design – Multi-modal, mixed use,
walkable neighborhood centers (Connected
+ Vibrant)
Urban Design – Affordable, sustainable
development phased for attainability.
(Affordable + Attainable)
Natural & Built Sustainability – Preserving
environmental natural systems (Riparian,
wetland, etc.) (Sustainable + Resilient)

DATE: 3/08/22

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•

Urban density is limited by transportation
infrastructure, particularly HWY 40. Page 9
Plan envisions a similar density to Old Town of
~3.4 du/acre resulting in ~1,100-2600 units,
depending on developable area. (40)
Steep slopes, riparian areas, and heron
nesting limit the developable area. (21)
Design Guidelines could be restrictive for
optimizing density and other design priorities.
(63)

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

The document identifies action items for the
city which will inform the application of these
guidelines:
o City shall review, and if necessary revise,
the Community Development Code to
accommodate varied, mixed-use
development. (81)
o City to develop and adopt an incentives
matrix to help increase the percentage
of affordable housing. (81)

Government Coordination / Urban Design

Mithun | Kristen Henley

Vision 2030

2008Vision 2030 Citizen’s Committee

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document provides citizen-informed guidance on preserving the character and values of Routt
County in future development. The ‘heart and soul’ of the region is defined as a combination of
friendly people, a clean and beautiful environment, good schools, manageable local governments,
a diverse population, and an unmatched lifestyle of cultural, recreational and economic
opportunities. (Executive Summary)
The document outlines the key desired actions and outcomes related Affordable Housing,
Agriculture & Open Space, Arts & Culture, Economy, Education, Government, Heritage, Planning,
Recreation, Seniors, Sustainability, Transportation, and Youth. (Executive Summary)
It encourages historic and environmental preservation, community connection to amenities and
recreation, affordable transportation and housing, and programs supporting the diversity of
community members. It also advocates for entrepreneurial and infrastructural support of new
developments. (Executive Summary, Economy, Government)
The document advocates for continued community input and assessment of current conditions.
(What’s Next)

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•

Renewable energy, zero waste buildings by
2030, recycle materials (Sustainability)
Multi-modal transportation, develop transit
hub in West Steamboat (Transportation)
Adjust policies to allow design where
appropriate (Planning)
Increase density of living spaces and
decrease housing costs for affordable
housing (rental and ownership.) (Afford.
Housing)

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
•
•

•

Urban Design – Community and environment
as heart of the communities’ character.
(Connected + Vibrant)
Natural & Built Sustainability - renewable
energy and environmental protection goals
(Sustainable + Resilient)
Housing & Residential Demand - Affordable
housing connectivity and integration
(Affordable + Attainable)
Stewardship + Economics – Gov’t services

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

•
•

Retention of ‘community character’ of
Yampa Valley with its historic structures and
open spaces may pose challenges to
densifying. (Conclusions + Connections)
Enforce existing municipal and county
planning regulations. (Planning)
Require all new developments prove they
can meet and/or provide sufficient water
quantity needs and maintain quality
standards. (Agriculture + Open Space)

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•
•

It will be helpful to understand the specifics
around historic preservation and if this
applies to any structures on our site.
Has this Vision 2030 been adopted by
Steamboat Springs?
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DATE: 3/08/22

Government Coordination/Infrastructure

McDowell & Landmark | Kari McDowell

West Steamboat Springs US Highway 40 Access Study
May 2008
City of Steamboat Springs and CDOT

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

Multiple access points to US 40 for Brown Ranch are identified in this document. The vehicle access
points must be constructed at locations per this document.
Vehicle access points to the Brown Ranch must be constructed at locations per this document.
US 40 Cross Sections, (page 13)
County Road 42 Access, (page 37)
Access across Stoke property to highway, (page 38)
Access at Sleepybear, (page 40)
Connection to Gossard Parkway and Overlook, (page 40)

•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•

Take advantage of the new traffic signal
at Routt County Road 42.
Partner with Overlook on an entry to the
west side of Steamboat.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
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DATE: 3/08/22

Roadway connections will have a
significant impact on the Master Plan
layout.

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

US 40 access points are dictated by this
document.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

This document is highly focused on
automobile traffic and routing.

Government Coordination

Mithun | Kristen Henley

Steamboat Springs Airport Master Plan
December 2019
Dowl / The Aviation Group / Advisory Committee

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

The document outlines the existing conditions and issues, forecast of future activity, identification of
facility needs, airport development alternatives, recommended plan, Airport Layout Plan, and
implementation items. (page 14)
The Master Plan’s goals and objectives include: safety for aircraft, operations, and the public,
efficiency of airport operations, environmental awareness and noise sensitivity, fiscal sustainability,
strategic land management, and open stakeholder communication. (15)
The document describes the airport’s impact to the surrounding areas, and recommends the city
reevaluate land uses for neighboring development to ensure compatibility. It maps the surrounding
impacted areas, and warns that noise levels will not be suitable for certain building types, such as
residential development, schools, hospitals, etc. (41, 128, 218)
The document forecasts an increase in air traffic and operations, and potentially additional visual
impact of added lighting as the airport makes improvements over time. (46)

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•

Helps refine the regions of our site that will be
best suited for creating quality spaces for
specific (noise and light sensitive) programs.
(218)

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•

•

•

Key Stakeholder Coordination – Emphasizes
and incorporates open stakeholder
communication and feedback (CommunityDriven)
Natural & Built Sustainability – Shared
sensitivity to environmental impacts, water
quality, and wildlife (Sustainable + Resilient)
Stewardship + Economics – Shared goals of
fiscal sustainability (Affordable + Attainable)

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•

Advises the City to reconsider zoning and
land use around the airport. (41)
Maps the regions of our site most impacted
by airport noise. (128, 218)
Describes the Pacific Flyway bird migration
path and regulations protecting nests which
may impact our site as well. (43)

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•
•
•

Clarify if the City will be creating stricter land
use and zoning around the airport.
Provide more information related to the
impacts of the Airport subzones mapped in
the Airport Overlay Zone Map (218)
Confirm the status of the Steamboat Airpark
project and its proximity to / impact on our
site.
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DATE: 3/08/22

Stakeholder Coordination

Mithun| Kristen Henley

Annexation Process
Community Development Code
State Statute
West Steamboat Annexation Process

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

Community Development Code:
Pre-annexation agreement prior to annexation petition.
Annexation required public notice, review by DRT, public hearing before Planning Commission, and
public hearing before City Council. Final document is in the form of an ordinance. (Sec 703.E)
State Statute:
City Council decides if an annexation election is required, otherwise they may approve the
annexation by ordinance. (31-12-108,110,111)
West Steamboat Annexation Process:
Application petition is filed with City Clerk. City Council approves pre-annexation agreement.
City council holds 2 public hearings within 30-60 days after their approval of petition.
Preliminary Plat process can begin after City Council approves annexation petition. City Council
may approve a Preliminary Plat after second public hearing. (C.R.S. 31-12-111, CDC 725.C & 702.E)

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•

The majority of Brown Ranch is within the
Urban Growth Area and designated as an
important location for annexation

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
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DATE: 3/08/22

Urban Design, Stewardship & Project
Economics, Natural & Built Sustainability,
Health Equity

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

A portion of the Brown Ranch, at its north
edge, is not within the Urban Growth Area.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

The northern Urban Growth Boundary does
not follow natural features.

17
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Urban Design
20-21
22

Steamboat Springs Community Development Code
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City of Steamboat Engineering Standards, Chapter 4 Street Standards
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West Steamboat Springs Area Plan
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Steamboat Springs Area Community Plan

26-27
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Parks, Rec, Open Space, Trails and Yampa River Master Plan
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Manual-Fire Apparatus Access Road Standards

28

City of Steamboat Springs Engineering Street Standards

29

Soils Report
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Community Development Code

31

West Steamboat Neighborhoods Concept Plan

32

YVHA Site Test
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Urban Design

Livable Cities Studio | Meredith Wenskoski

Parks, Rec, Open Space, Trails and Yampa River Master Plan
August 2019
City of Steamboat (and supporting consultant team)

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document provides general guidance as well as some detailed guidance for Brown Ranch
related to open space, parks, recreation, and trails. While the Yampa River is not located on the site,
it is a significant natural resource with influencing factors for Brown Ranch. Additionally, the
opportunity for connectivity to the Yampa River core trail is significant.
Below is some general guidance from the document highlighting community desires and other
considerations for Brown Ranch:
 “The Steamboat Springs community is very active with a large demand for outdoor recreation.
The importance of the community’s natural and scenic attributes, including the Yampa River
and outdoor recreation, remains highly recognized as a community priority.” (page 17)
 “The Yampa River Core Trail was seen as the most important, with 93 percent of respondents
feeling this was essential or very important. Nearly 9 in 10 felt that other (non-core trail) bike
and pedestrian paths (88 percent) were important, while about 8 in 10 rated neighborhood
parks (81 percent) and Emerald Mountain summer use (79 percent) as essential or very
important.” (page 20)
 River Management Area (RMA) 6 is located nearest to Brown Ranch and in the westernmost
segment of the Yampa River between Bear River Park and Slate Creek. While there are no
specific recommendations for Brown Ranch, RMA 6 is intended for a low use of recreational
intensity. (page 38)
 Considering growth in Steamboat, on page 65 strategies include to “Develop a land
dedication/ fee-in-lieu of policy that requires land is set aside for parks and trails (or the fee
equivalent) for new parks and trails within City limits” and to “Maintain parks level of standards
as residential growth occurs within the urban growth area.”
 As of the date of the plan, all proposed developments are required to dedicate 15% of land
for open space. (page 88)

20

Specific recommendations and considerations for Brown Ranch include:
 Regarding park and recreation facilities, park classifications are described and include
neighborhood parks with a service area of ½ mile walking distance and providing a minimum
of 2 acres/1,000 residents. Community parks should be developed to have a 1.5-mile service
area with a minimum of 6 acres/1,000 people. (park 25)
 For open space and natural areas, an Open Space Opportunity Area is identified for West
Yampa Valley, which includes the Great Blue Heron nesting area which includes the southwest
corner of the site near Highway 40. This opportunity area is identified for conservation; however
trails and environmental education could be integrated. (page 70)
 For Trails, page 74 includes an action step to “Extend Core Trail west along river corridor with
multi-modal connections, north to Slate Creek, connecting Steamboat proper to Steamboat II
areas.” This recommendation/action provides trail connectivity to Brown Ranch and within
Brown Ranch along Slate Creek. Additionally, the maps show a proposed east-west trail across
the site as well as a proposed trail underpass at Slate Creek and Highway 40 to connect the
proposed Slate Creek Trail to the Yampa River Core Trail. According to the map on page 64,
the connection between Bear River Park and Slate Creek is proposed along Highway 40,
however Google Maps shows a multi-use path along the south side of Highway 40 between
Bear River Park and Snow Bowl Plaza, partially completing this connection. (page 74, 64, 108)
 Dimensions, required clearances, surface types, and other guidance for trails are provided in a
table that will need to be reviewed for design and feasibility. (page 73)
DATE: 3/08/22

Urban Design

Livable Cities Studio | Meredith Wenskoski

The extension of the “Core Trail west along river corridor with multi-modal connections, north to
Slate Creek” is listed as a high priority capital project. The document notes that a master
planning process would be required to better define these projects. (page 85)



Opportunities - What are the specific
components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?




With residential growth at Brown Ranch, it
will trigger the need for additional parks
and open space. The plan does provide a
metric for park acreage.
Core trail extension along Slate Creek
helping to physically connect the
community as well as the proposed eastwest trail connection.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?


The Core Trail extension is listed high priority
projects. This process can potentially satisfy
the need to better define the projects and
develop community consensus around the
design ideas.

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?


Great blue heron nesting area on the
south/southwest of the site (near Highway
40 and the Yampa River) that is identified
as an opportunity area for open space
and natural resource conservation.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.


The development of Brown Ranch was not
assumed in the plan and therefore no
specific recommendations are included
with the exception of the core trail
extension along Slate Creek.
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DATE: 3/08/22

Urban Design

Mithun | Kristen Henley & Bert Gregory

Steamboat Springs Community Development Code
January 1, 2018
Steamboat Springs Municipal Code Ch.26

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This 414 page document describes the Steamboat Springs development regulations including Zone
Districts, Development and Design Standards, Permit and Annexation process, and Subdivision
Standards.
The document states that all property located in West Steamboat Springs shall be zoned Traditional
Neighborhood Districts upon annexation. TND Zone Districts are outlined with respective building
types, heights, setbacks, and lot sizes. Six zones and transects are outlined, from the low height and
density residential Neighborhood Edge, to the mixed-use Neighborhood Center and Town Core taller
(max. 55’), denser housing and commercial uses. (page 75-86)
The document encourages a blend of zoning types, creating a smooth transition from active urban
centers to the surrounding rural landscape. The code provides standards for frontage, building,
hillside, subdivision and zone transitions, parking, parks and open spaces, and landscaping.
(page151, 194, 293, 295). TND zone parking requirements and allowed uses are identified. (page 100
Table 300-1)
The code outlines administration and approval processes, including non-conforming designs and
enforcement. (page 13)

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•

Innovatively designed, harmonious, mixed-used
development (75)
Town Core & Neighborhood Center are mixed-use,
multi-modal, pedestrian friendly design (84)
Neighborhood General Low & Medium
accommodate a ‘wide variety’ of residential uses
(80)
Special District – public, institutional, industrial uses
within pedestrian-oriented center (86)

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
•

Urban Design - Multi-modal, pedestrian-friendly,
diverse, mixed use, walkable design (82,84)
(Connected+Vibrant)
Natural+ Built Sustainability – Flood Damage,
Prevention Snow Storage (170,180) (Sustainable
+Resilient)
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DATE: 3/08/22

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
Specific restrictions of TND zones (max. building
height, setbacks, lot sizes etc.) For example max
height of 35’ in Neighborhood General, 55’ in Town
Core) (75-86)
Automatic irrigation of all required landscaping is
required unless low maintenance landscaping is
approved. (151)
The prescriptive nature of the TND zoning may
preclude innovation.
Requirements for min. glazing, building scale and
façade variation add cost and reduce energy
performance.

•

•
•
•

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•
•
•

Proportions of specific transect TND zones will be
required to follow market demand.
Parking rations do not account for advanced
Transportation Management Plans.
TND zoning does not address affordability, health
equity, or sustainability/resilience, including
integration of items such as solar orientation,
passive solar, wildfire mitigation, or solar
generation.

Urban Design

Livable Cities Studio | Meredith Wenskoski

City of Steamboat Engineering Standards, Chapter 4 Street Standards
Revised 5/8/15
City of Steamboat

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document provides detailed guidance on street standards and includes various street crosssections with guidance for overall right-of-way width, travel lanes, bike facilities, parking, landscape,
swales, and pedestrian facilities. It calls out specific dimensions for all elements. Trail standards are
also included in the document.
This document does not dictate which street section to use, but rather, provides general guidance
around street standards based on the street classification that will be determined through the
planning and development review process.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•

Since no street classification exists today,
we will be determining this through the
process.
Coordination to explore potential for 20’
fire access width, TND street typology,
affordability, and walkability.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
•
•

Street standards are based on the
complete streets concept.
Low impact drainage (swales) is
incorporated to minimize infrastructure
costs.
Urban Design, Stewardship & Economics,
Infrastructure, Health Equity

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•

The street standards and cross-sections are
very specific and may not allow for much
flexibility.
The implementation of these sections is
likely very expensive and may be
challenging from an overall development
perspective when trying to deliver
affordable and attainable housing.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

•

Standards do not include shared streets or
other mixed mode streets that can be
desirable options depending on vehicular
volumes, peds, bikes, development and
overall placemaking intent.
Connectors and Drives have ‘in-town’ and
‘out-of-town’ sections that vary. The
development density, intent and
character may not align with the ‘out-oftown’ section, assuming that Brown Ranch
is considered ‘out-of-town’.
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Government Coordination / Urban Design

Mithun | Kristen Henley

West Steamboat Springs Area Plan
June 19,2006
Area Plan Coordinating Committee

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document describes the guidelines for development in West Steamboat Springs, including
priorities of preserving natural and scenic features, providing necessary infrastructure, minimizing
public cost, providing adequate affordable housing, creating walkable varied neighborhoods, open
spaces, and assuring the plan is achievable. (page 8)
The Area Plan also describes the desired new develop as having a high degree of self-sufficiency,
and access to a wide variety of jobs and amenities, to substantially reduce traffic strains. Page 19
The document describes existing conditions, both environmental and built, of West Steamboat
Springs and the neighboring areas.
The plan contains Design Guidelines that address key “community-building” considerations such as
streets and alleys, open space, the mixture of unit types, and building-to-building and building-tostreet relationships. (page 10)
The document concludes with a list of action items for the City and developers, including revising the
CDC as necessary to achieve affordable housing goals.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•

•

At least 20% of units to meet long-term
affordability criteria, with incentives offered to
develop higher percentages. (10)
As the only remaining urban growth area to
be developed, this increases the important
role of West Steamboat Springs for future
growth and affordable housing. (11)
Development should walkable
neighborhoods and efficient public transit
routes. (10, 36)

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
•
•
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Urban Design – Multi-modal, mixed use,
walkable neighborhood centers (Connected
+ Vibrant)
Urban Design – Affordable, sustainable
development phased for attainability.
(Affordable + Attainable)
Natural & Built Sustainability – Preserving
environmental natural systems (Riparian,
wetland, etc.) (Sustainable + Resilient)

DATE: 3/08/22

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•

Urban density is limited by transportation
infrastructure, particularly HWY 40. Page 9
Plan envisions a similar density to Old Town of
~3.4 du/acre resulting in ~1,100-2600 units,
depending on developable area. (40)
Steep slopes, riparian areas, and heron
nesting limit the developable area. (21)
Design Guidelines could be restrictive for
optimizing density and other design priorities.
(63)

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

The document identifies action items for the
city which will inform the application of these
guidelines:
o City shall review, and if necessary revise,
the Community Development Code to
accommodate varied, mixed-use
development. (81)
o City to develop and adopt an incentives
matrix to help increase the percentage
of affordable housing. (81)

Government Coordination / Urban Design

Mithun | Kristen Henley

Steamboat Springs Area Community Plan
May 2004
Area Plan Coordinating Committee

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document provides guidelines, proposed regulation improvements, funding methods, prioritized
action items, and maps illustrating the policies for future development of Steamboat Springs.
The plan outlines the zoning, growth management, transportation, environmental considerations,
open space goals, housing, economic development, historic preservation, and planning guidelines
for new development.
The document describes how developments should create high quality public spaces, prioritize
pedestrian and transit connections, provide a variety of uses, housing, and walkable amenities,
incorporate TND principles, and preserve natural, scenic, and environmentally sensitive areas.
The Area Plan also describes specific goals for the development of West Steamboat Springs: how it is
within the Urban Growth boundary and should be a Pedestrian District, how it should be highly
connected to the trails and transit of the area, and how it should be its own vibrant neighborhood
center with a variety of amenities and housing types.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•
•

Environmentally sustainable, interconnected
development. (Page 174)
Multi-modal, pedestrian-focused
development and transit. Page 78
Compact, mixed-use neighborhoods and
town centers. (20)
Variety of quality affordable housing and
public spaces. (174)
Minimize low-density & single-use
development. (17)

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
•

•

Infrastructure – Integrated transportation
system of transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and
auto. (16) (Connected + Vibrant)
Natural & Built Sustainability – maximize
energy efficiency and water conservation.
(56) (Sustainable + Resilient)
Housing & Non-Residential Demand – Housing
Linkage Program, Permanently Affordable
Housing, Affordable Development Incentives.
(123) (Affordable + Attainable)

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•

Visual preservation of rural / historic views
may impact density near Route 40. (154)
Zoning types outline have little mixed-use
development. (26)
Avoiding environmentally-sensitive, wildlife,
and hazard areas may reduce developable
area more than planned. (174)
Zoning classifications will only be changed by
land owner or public process outlined in state
law. (26)

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•
•
•

Zoning maps in this and WSSAP do not show
much for our site. (203)
Clarification on Wildlife and Visual Sensitivity
Area Map legends required. (208, 209)
Strategy CD-1.4(b)-Assess and amend Site
Planning Standards so that streets, public
spaces and public buildings are arranged to
provide pedestrian connection, optimize
solar orientation, preserve views and respect
natural features. (53)
DATE: 3/08/22
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Urban Design

Livable Cities Studio | Meredith Wenskoski

Steamboat Springs Fire Prevention Services Administrative Policy &
Procedure Manual - Fire Apparatus Access Road Standards
April 1, 2006
City of Steamboat

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

The purpose of this document is to provide uniform guidance for fire access for all properties within
Steamboat. The document states that “The fire apparatus access road shall comply with the
requirements of this section and shall extend to within 150 feet (45 720 mm) of all portions of the
facility and all portions of the exterior walls of the first story of the building as measured by an
approved route around the exterior of the building or facility.” Essentially, all portions of a building
must be within a 150’ reach for fire personnel.
Based on the dwelling types and number of unit for residential properties, the table below outlines
the required width for the access roads so that fire apparatus can access the site; whether turn
arounds (hammerhead or cul-de-sac) are required if there is greater than 150’ reach; whether turn
outs are required if there is greater than a 200’ reach; maximum grades of roadways for fire
apparatus; and, the requirements for staging areas that intersect at public access points.
For the common roads and driveway widths, these widths do not include snow storage, parking or
shoulders of the road. Additionally, the vertical clearance should not be less than 13’-6”.
For the turning radius of the turn arounds, common roads serving 3 or more dwelling units requires an
80’ turning radius; a common drive serving only 2 swelling units requires a 51’ turning radius; and a
driveway serving only 1 swelling unit requires a 61’ turning radius.
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Graphic figures are provided in the document for driveways, turnarounds, cul-de-sacs, and turnouts.
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Urban Design

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•

Coordination to explore potential for 20’
fire access width, TND street typology,
affordability and walkability.

Livable Cities Studio | Meredith Wenskoski

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•

Stewardship & Economics, Infrastructure,
Health Equity

Roads will need to be designed for fire
access and maximum grades will need to
be met.
Maximum fire access grades may impact
development layout.
Fire access widths may impact TND
character and development costs.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

Fire access width and TND street typology
integration
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Urban Design

Livable Cities. Landmark, McDowell | Ben Beall

City of Steamboat Springs Engineering Street Standards
Various
City of Steamboat Springs

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document will dictate the design of the public roads.
Section 4.2—Street Classifications
Section 4.4—Design Elements
Section 4.5.4—Grade of the roads
Section 4.5.5—Width of the roads
Appendix 4-C—Street Cross Sections

•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•

Reduce costs by limiting concrete for curb
and gutters and storm sewer.
Coordination to explore potential 20’ fire
access width, TND street typology,
affordability, and walkability.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
•
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The right of way widths and standard cross
sections impact the drainage infrastructure
and costs.
Stewardship & Economics, Infrastructure,
Health Equity

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

Designs will have to work with-in these
approved standards, or the city will have
to agree to change them.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

Do the City’s existing standards work the
proposed master plan physically and
financially?

Urban Design

Mithun| Kristen Henley

Soils Report

North West Colorado Consultants, Inc.
November 20, 2006

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

The soils report gives a general overview of site conditions, taken from a broad spread of 17 test holes
up to 49 feet deep. The report summarizes soil conditions, geologic risks, and recommendations for
foundations, underdrains, roads, pavement, and fill. The report concludes there are no major
concerns for development on our site.
The site conditions vary significantly across the site and more specific testing should be done prior
determining specific foundations. (Page 7)
Ground water was found at 4 of 27 test holes. Only one hole found water shallower than 10’: at
depth of 5’ at hole 26. (Page 6)
Claystone-Shale bedrock was encountered at many locations at or near the surface, primarily in the
northern half of the site. 16 of the 27 holes found bedrock within 10’ of the surface. (Page 8, Test
Holes Map)
There is no evidence of recent or historic landslides, and seismic risks are considered low. (Page 9,10)

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•

No major hazards and development is
considered feasible our site. (Page 10)

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•

Urban Design, Stewardship & Economics,
Infrastructure

Bedrock is found near the surface in many
areas of the site. (page 7)
Ground water was found near the surface
at one location. (Page 6)
Isolated steep portions of the site may
experience small-slope failures if disturbed.
(page 9)

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•
•

Recommends additional tests specific to
building locations to confirm foundation
conditions. (Page 7)
Soil conditions for potential geoexchange
systems
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Urban Design

Mithun | Bert Gregory

Community Development Code

January 1, 2018
Adopted November 14, 2017 (Ordinance No. 2624) Steamboat City Council

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document sets Community Design standards/requirements for duplex, multi-family and mixed-use
buildings.
A quick review and conversations with local design/construction parties indicate the City
requirements for minimum glazing, building scale and façade variation add cost and reduce energy
performance. Of particular concern are glazing requirements that range from 25-40% of wall area –
adding cost and reducing envelope efficiency
•
•

(Multi-Family) 48-1- Townhome variation standards, minimum 25% glazing requirement all walls
all floors
(Mixed Use) p-4.89 25-40% of wall area glazing requirement

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
Construction costs and energy performance/use

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
Change in requirements or specific code for
Brown Ranch – which has a community design
need beyond the general city design need
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Urban Design

Livable Cities | Meredith Wenskoski

West Steamboat Neighborhoods Concept Plan
2018
Brynn Grey

Fundamental Assumptions The West Neighborhoods Concept Plan was completed in 2018 by Brynn Grey. This one-page
document highlights the site plan concept for the east area of the site adjacent to Hwy 40 and along
Slate Creek. Three neighborhoods were conceptualized and organized around 3 levels of housing
densities. Workforce housing was included but only in the Gateway neighborhood near Hwy 40 with
the highest densities. Connections to the east, trails and open space were all included in the plan.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•

Neighborhoods work well within the site
topography and avoid steeper slopes
Provides a variety of densities and some
workforce housing
Incorporation of Slate Creek a central
open space spine within the development
Trails are located in and around
neighborhoods within the development
including extension of Core Trail

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
•
•
•

Preservation of open space and natural
areas around the development
Connections to the Overlook via Gloria
Gossard Pkwy and Watchtower Road
Showing opportunity for commercial and
retail near Hwy 40 along with 37,500sf
grocer
Daycare and elementary school are
incorporated

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

•

Total number of units is only 450 units (total
acreage not identified on plan) mostly due
to lower density products – 15% of units are
large single family lots and 21% are
small/medium single family lots
Neighborhoods are divided by density
rather than integrating density more
throughout all the neighborhoods

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•
•
•

Concept does not show ideas around
transportation and mobility
A few green space locations identified but
limited information on the use or quality of
these spaces
No information provided on water quality
and detention strategies across the
development area

DATE: 3/08/22
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Urban Design

Livable Cities | Meredith Wenskoski

YVHA Site Test

June 29, 2018
Mountain Architecture Design Group

Fundamental Assumptions Assumed to be one block of Brynn Grey’s West Steamboat Neighborhoods Concept Plan, the YVHA
Site Test was completed in June 2018 by Mountain Architecture Design Group. The site test was
completed for a 2-acre site to understand the number of 2- and 3-bedroom units that could fit on the
site along the required parking and a 4,000 SF Community Center that includes site offices, meeting
rooms, ADA restrooms and storage.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•

A 4,000 SF Community Center is provided
within the site test for offices, meeting
rooms, ADA restrooms and storage.
A generous outdoor space is provided
around the Community Center for
community gathering presumably.
Community space incorporate between
buildings and along streetscape, although
this may be better as a snow storage area
since there is community space at the
Community Center.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•

•
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Snow storage is addressed along the
edges of all the parking areas, however
there are opportunities to consolidate and
think through site circulation and access
from a user standpoint.
This site test represents approximately 25
DU/acre for 2- to 3-bedroom units
representing a higher density site.

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

•
•
•

The number of units is limited by the
amount of parking that can fit on site. Plan
assumes 1.4 spaces per 2- or 3-bedroom
unit. Plan provides 77 spaces when only 70
are required.
Limited outdoor community amenities as
they are currently located along the street.
Due to the tight site and parking
requirements, there is limited space for
landscape and trees.
Snow storage requirements utilize all edges
to the parking lots. Consolidation of snow
storage should be considered.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•
•

The site test does not address water quality
or detention on site.
Bike storage is not addressed, although this
could be included in the building program.
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Natural & Built
Sustainability
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Governmental Coordination

YVSC | Paul Bony

City of Steamboat Springs Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan 2021

Undated - 2021
City staff

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

•
•

City plan to adopt EV charging codes, (page 42)
City goal to partner with the Yampa Valley Housing Authority, (page 43)

Opportunities - What are the specific

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

The city is considering EV charging requirements in
its building code, Brown Ranch can get ahead of
this process

NONE AT THIS TIME

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

Brown Ranch needs to be built as EV ready

Brown Ranch needs to address EV charging
readiness ahead of City Code development

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
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Natural & Built Sustainability

Landmark | Ryan Spaustat

City of Steamboat Springs Engineering Drainage Standards
July 2019
City of Steamboat Springs

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document governs the design of the Brown Ranch drainage infrastructure.
List primary points related to Brown Ranch in bullet or paragraph form (cite page #’s).
• Section 5.3—identifies the type of study that will be required with the annexation application.
• Section 5.4.3—project will be required to complete a floodplain study due to the size of the
Slate Creek Basin.
• Section 5.5—rainfall data required for use in the drainage study.
• Section 5.6—runoff calculation methods required for use in the drainage study.
• Section 5.11.4—regional detention requirements.
• Section 5.12—permanent stormwater treatment facilities requirements.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•

There is an opportunity to provide regional
stormwater detention and treatment.
Ability to reduce storm sewer and curb
and gutter based on
convenience(conveyance?) methods.
Ability for multiuse active/passive park
spaces with stormwater facilities.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
• Coordinate with the roadway sections and
right of way widths required. Permanent
stormwater facilities must be located
outside of the public right of way, unless a
variance is granted. Moreso, many
communities have proven the effective
multiuse benefits of stormwater facilities
and active/passive park spaces. There are
numerous opportunities to activate and
use stormwater facilities so that it is not
seen as an allocation of land in a loss or
constraint paradigm.

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

•

Project will have to allocate land for
stormwater infrastructure.
Potential high initial cost.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
• Detailed study of the Slate Creek Basin is
likely required to fully understand the
impacts of the drainage on the Master
Plan. The city master plan does not include
Slate Creek as to-date it is located outside
of the city limits.
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Natural & Built Sustainability

YVSC | Madison Muxworthy

Water Conservation Plan: City of Steamboat Springs and Mount
Werner Water and Sanitation District
April 2020
Intera Geoscience & Engineering Solutions, and Applegate Group inc.

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This water conservation plan covers the City of Steamboat Springs, it will be applicable to the Brown
Ranch when the property is annexed into the City limits. The plan is focused on long-term changes in
water use behaviors and supporting efficient infrastructure to decrease demands on our water
supply.
•

•
•
•
•
•

“Results from Steamboat’s 2019 WSMP indicates that the City and District’s water supply portfolios
are adequate in meeting the community’s annual water needs through 2070 absent stressors on
the water supply such as a Colorado River Compact Call or wildfire that could cause shortages in
treated water supply.” (page 2-3)
Other factors including wildfires, drought and increased demand for water supplies will result in
challenges to our local water supplies potentially causing further water scarcity. (page 3)
City staff review water rights for annexations and new development over 50 units to ensure
sufficient water supplies are available to meet the needs of the new development. (page 11)
The plan sets a goal of 10% savings of treated water demand by 2030. (page 14)
The city is looking into providing incentives for high-density housing that includes water
conservation into planning. (page 25)
This plan also developed a watering schedule that was then adopted by the City Council as a
City ordinance requiring outdoor watering three days a week based on residential addresses.
Additionally, no outdoor watering is allowed between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. (page 26)

Opportunities - What are the specific

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

Ensuring that we have sufficient water supplies for
our community and that we plan for resiliency in
the face of a changing climate in the Yampa
Valley.

NA

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

This document is a long-term water use planning
document that aims to build resiliency in the ways
in which we use water, so that the community can
adapt to a lessened supply matched with an
increased demand for our water resources.

Outdoor water use consumes more water
compared to indoor water use. Put simply, this
means that it is not going directly back to the river
like treated indoor water does. Outdoor watering
accounts for 30% of water use in the City and
District. To address this the project should plan for
climate appropriate vegetation and low-wateruse landscapes. Wherever possible including rain
barrels and rain gardens for water capture and
outdoor use (this lessens demand on treated
water).

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
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Natural & Built Sustainability

YVSC | Michelle Stewart

Routt County Climate Action Plan – Land Use
2021
Lotus consulting

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

●

●

●
●

●

Natural and working lands in Routt County can sequester carbon and provide climate
resilience benefits. Efforts to protect and restore natural and working lands and to avoid
impacts from development are important climate actions. For Brown Ranch that means
minimizing conversion of existing natural lands, and enhancing high priority habitats within
development areas where possible. (pages 53-54)
Wetlands and riparian areas are key elements for natural climate solutions. No net loss of
wetlands as a goal. For Brown Ranch this means protecting the riparian corridor of Slate
Creek. Build in opportunities for new wetland habitat with swales and other water collection
areas. (page 57)
Look for opportunities to integrate green infrastructure that can sequester carbon. Preserve
existing trees. Design green spaces with native plants. Use trees where feasible with water
constraints to enhance shading and sequester carbon (pages 59-60)
Water conservation saves energy. Minimize need for water distribution and treatment. Seek
opportunities for water reuse within CO law. Follow other plans for water conservation
primarily the “ Water Conservation Plan for Steamboat Springs and Mount Werner Water and
Sanitation District (page 63)
Promote compact development to avoid conversion of natural lands. For Brown Ranch,
minimize total footprint of developed land. (pages 65-66)

Opportunities - What are the specific

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

Recognition that compact development is a
limited solution by avoiding conversion of natural
lands for less dense development patterns

This is primarily a “greenfield” development so
some loss of natural lands is inevitable. Some of
the pro-sequestration strategies–e.g. Planting
trees- will be challenged by lack of water and
current semi-arid habitat status.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
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Natural & Built Sustainability

YVSC | Michelle Stewart

Routt County Climate Action Plan: Transportation Sector
2021
Lotus Consulting

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

CAP Transportation Strategies (ES4):
1: Improve safe and equitable multimodal access throughout each community to reduce vehicle
miles traveled (VMT).
2: Increase adoption of electric vehicles such that 20% of registered vehicles in Routt County are
electric vehicles (EVs) by 2030 and 95% are EVs (or other noncarbon emission producing vehicles) by
2050.
3: Reduce single occupancy vehicle travel.
•
•

•

•
•

Enhanced and expanded transportation options to connect all corners of the County through
increased public transportation and multi-modal transit options (page 4)
Improve safe and equitable multimodal access throughout each community to reduce
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT). Expanding multimodal access throughout the County includes
enhancing active transportation networks (i.e., bike and walking trails) as well as expanding
access to transit services throughout the community. Improving transit access and making
active transportation a safer and easier option for residents and visitors of Routt County was a
high-priority item for the stakeholders engaged in the CAP development process. Increase
adoption of electric vehicles such that 20% of registered vehicles in Routt County are EVs by
2030 and 95% are EVs by 2050 (page 25)
Trails will be developed in key priority areas of the County, and existing trails will be connected
to each other to enhance connectivity across communities in the County. Develop multimodal transportation plans to prioritize pedestrian and bike infrastructure development while
considering equity and accessibility. Identify, develop, and implement projects that increase
bike/ped infrastructure. Ensure amenities (e.g., bike racks, benches) are available to support
bicycle and pedestrian use (page 27)
Integrate EV planning into other relevant County and community plans. Establish minimum
requirements and/ or incentives to promote designated EV parking for new and renovated
construction (page 30)
Support the adoption of mixed-level charging near multi-family or affordable housing to
support both overnight and quick charge options. Combine EV charging with solar where
possible to reduce carbon footprint and enhance charging for short-range EVs (page 31)
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Opportunities - What are the specific

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

Three CAP Transportation Strategies (ES4):
1: Improve safe and equitable multimodal access
throughout each community to reduce vehicle
miles traveled (VMT).
2: Increase adoption of electric vehicles such that
20% of registered vehicles in Routt County are
electric vehicles (EVs) by 2030 and 95% are EVs (or
other noncarbon emission producing vehicles) by
2050.
3: Reduce single occupancy vehicle travel.

Currently City of Steamboat Springs and Routt
County are working to develop more EVSE/EVserving infrastructure.

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

Infrastructure – Planning for EV-serving and
accommodating community design/access will
support implementation of the Transportation
priorities in the CAP (as well as EV Readiness Plan)

There is a regional need to support increased EV
adoption and installation of EVSE through
technical assistance and increasing
public/commercial access to supporting grant
opportunities.
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Routt County Climate Action Plan: Energy Sector
2021
Lotus Consulting

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
42

•

Based on these strategies, the CAP goal is to reduce emissions from stationary energy by 82%
by 2050, compared to the 2018 baseline (page 10)
Three core energy strategies:
o Strategy 1: Increase adoption of renewable or other clean energy and fuel sources.
o Strategy 2: Increase energy efficiency
o Strategy 3: Promote fuel switching (i.e., electrification).
Ensure that 10 percent of natural gas supplied to the community is renewable by 2030. Ensure
that 15 percent of natural gas supplied to the community is renewable by 2050. Ensure new
buildings are built to the highest possible degree of efficiency (page 11)
By transitioning building systems that are traditionally powered with stationary fuel sources
(including space heating, water heating, and cooking) to being powered by electricity, the
County can realize significant emissions savings. Ensure that 15 percent of existing buildings are
retrofitted to be all-electric by 2030. • Ensure that 75 percent of existing buildings are
retrofitted to be all-electric by 2050 (page 12)
Ensure that the County, the City, and the Towns across Routt County lead by example
powering buildings with renewable energy (page 13)
Become a solar-ready, renewable gas-ready, and/or renewable-ready community as per
existing programs such as SolSmart (page 14)
P-15: Prepare and adopt a community plan that shifts the community toward renewable
energy and alternative fuels. Work with local utilities, community stakeholders and potential
funding partners to develop new renewable energy projects; support the development of
renewable energy projects with technical, financial, and/or outreach support. Support utility
provider transition to green energy (page 15)
Create and implement a Renewable Energy Mitigation Program. (REMPs) are currently an
effective tool in neighboring Eagle and Pitkin Counties for reducing the impact of energy use
in new large buildings and external equipment such as hot tubs and snowmelt systems. As part
of the energy code in Pitkin County, this program requires new homes to either offset excessive
energy use through renewable energy systems on site (such as solar photovoltaics, solar water
heating, or geothermal heat pumps) or pay a fee to mitigate the excessive energy use.9 A
REMP could be used to mitigate the impact of large residences and commercial energy users
while providing funds to support other community climate action work. Implement a REMP
program through the County Building Department and support energy efficiency and
renewable energy programs with the proceeds. (page 16)
There is significant opportunity to reduce emissions generated in the community by ensuring
that the current stock of homes and buildings are as efficient as possible, and that new homes
and buildings are built to the highest possible standards of efficiency. Prepare and adopt a
strategic action plan to improve energy efficiency. Review and modify policies and codes
that will support goals of the strategic action plan to improve energy efficiency. Implement
the strategic plan with large energy consumers as case studies to highlight and showcase
beneficial outcomes of implementing the plan (page 17)
Ensure that the County, the City, and the Towns across Routt County lead by example. Adopt
policies requiring all new public buildings to meet LEED Certification or other nationally
recognized green building certification programs. Secure funding for projects (page 19)
Develop and implement fuel switching programs. Work with local utilities, municipalities, and
community partners to develop fuel switching programs. Identify pilot programs and
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partnerships to increase fuel switching. Supporting builders and building owners in transitioning
to all-electric building systems will require the use of policy change, education, and incentives.
Studies show that building 100 percent electric is already cost-effective in new construction
due to cost savings resulting from not having to develop new natural gas infrastructure.11 In
retrofit situations, currently electric heating and water heating systems using heat pump
technologies (which are the most efficient form of electrical heating and water heating)
come at a cost premium over most traditional fuel combustion appliances. However, the
market for this technology is rapidly evolving as many Colorado communities are
implementing building electrification programs, and there is interest at the State level. It is likely
that, due to these circumstances, heat pump technologies, especially cold climate heat
pumps that are most appropriate for Routt’s climate, will become more cost competitive over
the coming years (page 22)

Opportunities - What are the specific

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

Three core energy strategies/opportunities:
Strategy 1: Increase adoption of renewable or
other clean energy and fuel sources.
Strategy 2: Increase energy efficiency
Strategy 3: Promote fuel switching (i.e.,
electrification).

P- 16: In Routt County, commercial buildings
represent the largest source of stationary energy
use emissions at 52 percent and residential as the
second highest at 35 percent (including
Steamboat Springs). Similarly, emissions for
Steamboat Springs reveal that commercial and
industrial buildings lead the way at 54 percent,
with residential buildings close behind at 45
percent of overall emissions (Figure 8).
Commercial buildings also include emissions
associated with snow-making.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this

As
the electricity
supply emissions
reduceare
to zero,
Gaps
– What suggested
innovations
needed
emissions
from
and commercial
natural gas
or required
for residential
this document
to fulfill development
become
the predominant sources of stationary
goals? Describe.
emissions in Routt County and Steamboat Springs, as
P. 19: Based
on the
number
of 17)
housing units in
shown
in Figures
9 and
10 (Page

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

document overlap with other development
categories?

Infrastructure – Electricity usage is expected to
increase at the same rate as population, however,
electricity emissions are expected to decrease by
62 percent between 2018 and 2050. See Figure 11
on Page 19 for more information on the
connection between electricity usage and
emission factors.

Routt County, 43% use natural gas for heat; 30% of
households have electric heat, and 16% have
propane tanks. The remaining ten percent of
households use either wood, coal or coke, or solar
energy for heat.
By 2050, residential natural gas use is forecasted to
increase to 81 percent from 2018 – how to change
this? The wood used in homes for fuel is expected
to remain constant, and related emissions are low.
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Routt County Climate Action Plan – Waste Sector
Document Publishing Date: 2021
Document Author: Routt County

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?
CAP Waste Strategies (WS1):
(WS1): Reduce the amount of solid waste disposed of in the landfill.
1: (WS1 A2): Develop or expand community-wide organics recycling programs, infrastructure, and
facilities. Work towards making composting equally accessible throughout the community. (pg 41)
WS1 A2 T1: Develop plans (or update WSP) to support local organics recycling facilities and
access to composting for low-income households; (pg 41)
WS1 A2 T3: Integrate organics recycling throughout the county by supporting the development
of local programs and facilities; (pg 41)
2: (WS1 A7): Develop a construction and demolition diversion program. (pg 46)
**The target associated with this strategy is: Increase community waste diversion to 46 percent of solid waste
diverted from the landfill by 2030 and 85 percent diverted from the landfill by 2050. (pg 39)
CAP Waste Strategies (WS2):
(WS2): Increase diversion. (pg 49)
1: (WS2 A2): Ensure that residents, businesses, and organizations have access to affordable recycling in
order to reduce their waste footprint. (pg 49)
WS2 A2 T1: Research diversion options, including curbside, single stream and source separation,
composting, multifamily, transfer station, drop off locations and recycling events; (pg 49)
WS2 A2 T5: Develop necessary infrastructure to support selected recycling program; (pg 49)

Opportunities - What are the specific

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

Emphasis on providing waste diversion access to
all, and specifically low-income households (often
multi-family units) who traditionally don’t have
access to waste diversion.

Recycling construction & demolition (C&D) waste,
versus landfilling, is more expensive. Reducing
C&D waste could make the project more
expensive, particularly when looking at
construction materials from a public health
perspective. Using materials that are not
hazardous to public health often equates to
higher costs, at least in the short term. But it avoids
generating waste in the long-term.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

Having centralized waste/recyclable/compost
collection will help keep vehicles off the road, so
less vehicle miles travelled. Waste diversion
infrastructure within a community creates jobs
where you live and provides a resource for the
community.

It’s going to be important to examine how best to
handle materials prior to development. Increased
material handling capacity may be needed for
the waste generated from this community. It
would be ideal to minimize curbside collection of
materials and consideration should be given to
source separation.

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
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Columbian Sharp-Tailed Grouse Conservation Plan & Guidelines for
the Management of Columbian Sharp-Tailed Grouse
Document Publishing Date: April 2001
Document Author: Richard Hoffman

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

•
•
•

•

•

Urban and rural developments have replaced agriculture as the leading cause of habitat loss
and fragmentation within the range of CSTG (page 57, Hoffman et al.
Buildings, roads, railways, power lines, fences, water impoundments, landfills, communication
corridors, and other facilities associated with urbanization together greatly influence CSTG and
their habitats (page 57 Hoffman et al.)
Generalist predators such as skunks, raccoons, red fox, and corvids thrive in urban and rural
environments. These human-subsidized predators, which might otherwise be absent or occur
at low densities, can spread into undeveloped areas occupied by CSTG. Urban and rural
developments also increase the likelihood that non-native predators (e.g., feral dogs and
cats) will be introduced into CSTG habitats. (page 57 Hoffman et al.)
Development not only displaces lek sites, nesting and brood rearing areas, and winter
habitat, but also is accompanied by numerous other factors that may impact sharptailed grouse such as roads, power lines, increased human activity, and increased
density of cats and dogs. The greatest threats from development are in Routt County
within a 20 mi (32 km) radius of Steamboat Springs. (page 21, CPW 2001
Management recommendations include: 1. Encourage use of native vegetation in
landscaping human developments. 2. Manage open space to benefit CSTG. 3. Consider the
following options to minimize or prevent loss of CSTG habitats on private lands: cluster
developments, density credits, development right transfers, land exchanges, open space,
conservation easements, and fee title acquisition. (page 58, Hoffman et al.)

Opportunities - What are the specific

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

Recommendation to encourage clustering, and
other mechanisms to minimize the loss of sharptail
habitat. Denser development in UGB reduces loss
of habitat in rural areas.

It is unlikely (not possible) to build development
with the density projected for Brown Ranch
without substantial impact to CTSG habitat. Best
options are to minimize impact, though unlikely to
be sufficient to avoid loss of habitat.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

Recommendation to emphasize native
vegetation in landscaping fits with goals to
minimize water consumption.
Keeping open spaces fits with desire for access to
open space for residents.

or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
CPW staff suggest that development could help
fund mitigation off-site by funding other
restoration/conservation projects. Need clarity as
to how that would fit with mandates for YVHA.
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Waste Diversion Strategic Plan for Routt County
Document Publishing Date: 2019
Document Author: YVSC & Routt County

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

Increase recycling at businesses and multi-family properties. (pg. 4)
Provide composting options for largest organics producers and residential neighborhoods.
(pg.4)
Increase access to and availability of recycling for businesses. (pg. 4)
Develop infrastructure and policies to divert waste from construction and demolition projects.
(pg. 4)
Develop a convenient recycling drop-off for hard-to-recycle materials. (pg. 4)

•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•

Waste diversion infrastructure aligns with
Brown Ranch’s sustainability goals.
Providing access to recycling for all aligns
with equity goals of Brown Ranch.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

•
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Infrastructure for recycling and composting
– overlaps with Infrastructure Sector.

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

Creating space for waste management
infrastructure could mean less space for
housing.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

May want to consider clustered
recycle/trash/compost stations to
streamline waste management.
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Community Development Code

January 1, 2018
Adopted November 14, 2017 (Ordinance No. 2624) Steamboat City Council

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?
This document sets Community Design standards/requirements for duplex, multi-family and mixed-use buildings.
A quick review and conversations with local design/construction parties indicate the City requirements for
minimum glazing, building scale and façade variation add cost and reduce energy performance. Of
particular concern are glazing requirements that range from 25-40% of wall area – adding cost and reducing
envelope efficiency

•
•

(Multi-Family) 48-1- Townhome variation standards, minimum 25% glazing requirement all walls
all floors
(Mixed Use) p-4.89 25-40% of wall area glazing requirement

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
Construction costs and energy performance/use

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

Will impact urbane design

Change in requirements or specific code for
Brown Ranch – which has a community design
need beyond the general city design need
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CO GHG Pollution Reduction Roadmap – Transportation, Fuel use and
Natural and Working Lands Sectors

1-14 2021
Governor Jared Polis

Fundamental Assumptions •

•
•
•
•

The State of Colorado is serious about reducing the carbon footprint of buildings and transportation.
Vehicles and buildings are the biggest sources of GHG in the state. Land use is seen by the State as a
potential source to reduce CO2 environmental impacts as well.
Transportation Sector (page 53)
The transportation sector is the single largest source of GHG pollution both nationwide and in Colorado.
Nearly 60% of these emissions come from light-duty vehicles— the majority of cars and trucks that
Coloradans drive every day.
Achieving near full electrification by 2050 will require that EVs make up a high share of new vehicle sales
in prior decades.
installing chargers at multi-family housing will remove a significant barrier to EV access and allow renters
and some lower-income individuals to more easily transition to EVs.
Pursuing the near-complete electrification of these vehicles by 2050, with an interim target of nearly 1
million light-duty EVs in service by 2030. (CAP goals Increase adoption of electric vehicles such that 20%
of registered vehicles in Routt County are EVs by 2030 and 95% are EVs by 2050.)

Fuel Use (page 112)
•
•
•

Meeting the state’s GHG targets will require reducing pollution from buildings.
The 1261 Targets Scenario for 2030 includes emissions reductions of 37% below 2005 levels from fossil
methane end uses (exclusive of electricity generation).
As with transportation the CAP is more detailed than the state plan.

Natural and Working Lands

The Roadmap has a brief chapter on Natural and Working Lands, stating that they can be both a source and a
sink for greenhouse gases. The Roadmap includes no goals or direction for this sector, as the State is still in the
process of developing a stand-alone Natural and Working Lands Action Plan (was expected by end of 2021,
but not complete as of 3/1/21). The Roadmap does reference the State's Forest Action Plan, which notes that
conversion of forests for housing is a greenhouse gas emissions source. Therefore, building dense development
in the Brown Ranch offers some potential to avoid development elsewhere in Routt County in forested areas, so
is an opportunity to contribute to greenhouse gas goals. Otherwise, the recommendations in the Routt County
Climate Action Plan are relevant for complying with the Roadmap.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

Support for sustainable buildings, transportation
and land use

Meeting the state goals may add costs – but these
could be off-set by grant funding

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

Brown Ranch has the opportunity to show the
state a path to meet its aggressive emission
reduction goals. The Routt County CAP meets or
exceeds the State’s objectives.

These goals can be met with existing technology,
however innovative delivery systems may be
required.

This may open funding sources from the State.
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Standard Specifications for Water and Wastewater Utilities

53

Citywide Stormwater Master Plan

54-55

West Steamboat Neighborhoods Water Demand Report + Supplemental Water
Supply Evaluation

56-57

Water Supply Master Plan Update, City of Steamboat Springs, and Mt. Werner
Water & Sanitation District

58

Existing Infrastructure Next to Site

59

Steamboat 700 Annexation Transportation Study

60

Steamboat II Metro District

61

US40 West Trail Design (And Water Main Extension)

62

Steamboat 700 Annexation Floodplain Report

63

West Steamboat Springs US Highway 40 Access Study

65

Overlook Park Subdivision Construction Drawings
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Standard Specifications for Water and Wastewater Utilities
April 1, 2010
City of Steamboat Springs

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document provides construction specifications that the proposed water and wastewater
infrastructure must meet and be constructed in accordance with.
This is not a planning document—it is a construction specification.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 24
Section 30
Section 40
Section 42
Section 44
Details

Trenching, Bedding and Backfill
Water Distribution Piping and Appurtenances
Wastewater Collection Piping and Appurtenances
Manholes
Water and Sewer Line Crossings
All

Opportunities - What are the specific

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

If constructed in conformance with these
requirements, the City of Steamboat Springs will
accept ownership and maintenance of the water
and wastewater infrastructure.

Construction must conform to these specifications.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

N/A.

N/A.

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
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Citywide Stormwater Master Plan
April 2013
City of Steamboat Springs

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document applies to the existing City of Steamboat Springs stormwater infrastructure. It does not
include the Brown Ranch will is outside of the existing City Limits.
The rainfall data included in this Plan is outdated.
•

Doesn’t apply to the site.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

N/A

N/A

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

N/A

N/A
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West Steamboat Neighborhoods Water Demand Report +
Supplemental Water Supply Evaluation
Water Demand Report, 1/27/2017, Supplemental Report 10/4/2018
R. Scott Fifer, Resource Engineering, Inc., now with LRE Water

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document summarizes water availability and municipal water demand associated with Brynn
Grey’s proposed development known as the West Steamboat Neighborhoods(WSN). The proposed
development was situated on 160 acres of land proposed for annexation into the City. This same
property is now part of the Brown Ranch development. If annexed into the City, water service would
be provided by the City’s Fish Creek municipal system.
The City’s municipal code at Secs. 25-77(b) and (d), requires that any applicant requesting an
extension of municipal water service must prepare and submit a Water Demand Report detailing the
water supply requirements for the development. The required Water Demand Report and a
Supplemental Evaluation Report dated 1/27/2017 and 10/4/2018 respectively were submitted to the
City for review. The Supplemental Evaluation was prepared following Brynn Grey’s decision to add
30,000 sq.ft. of commercial office/retail space plus a one-bedroom secondary unit for each of 252 of
the original planned 450 residential units. Primary points related to Brown Ranch include:
•
•

•
•

•

Brynn Grey’s initial proposal included 450 residential units located on 160 acres west of City
(Figure 1).
WSN’s original configuration would require approximately 203.9 AF of water annually for its
combined domestic and irrigation uses. Of this amount, 136.8 AF (67%) would be required for
domestic use and 67.2 AF (33%) would be required for lawn irrigation(Water Demand
Studyp.6).
The addition of commercial office/retail and 252 one-bedroom secondary units increased the
calculated water demand for 203.9 AF to 241.5 AF(Supplemental Water Supply Evaluation,
Table 1).
The two Water Demand Studies conclude that the City’s sustainable Fish Creek water supply
system exceeds the City’s future peak month water demands at full build-out, plus the buildout demands associated with the proposed WSN developments (Supplemental Water Supply
Evaluation, p2and 3). Fish Creek’s sustainable water supply is estimated to be 4.05 MGD which
exceeds the combined total of the City’s projected infill build-out demand plus WSN’s total
demands. The combined demand = 3.97 MGD (Supplemental report, p.1 and Table 1).
Although water supplies from Fish Creek were determined to be sufficient, the City’s
emergency back-up supply from its Yampa River well field is not sufficient to meet City wide inhouse municipal demands during emergency conditions. The well field is described as the
City’s “redundant water system” (p. 11 and 13).
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Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

The water demand studies conclude that the City
has existing capacity within its Fish Creek
municipal water system to serve a defined level of
development at Brown Ranch.
Reports conclude that water service to a 450-unit
plus light commercial development at the Brown
Ranch site is possible.

As of 2017, the City did not have sufficient
redundant back up supply from its well field should
the Fish Creek system become inoperable for any
reason (forest fire, reservoir failure). Since that time
the City, working in cooperation with the Mt.
Werner Water District, has expanded and
improved its well field back-up supply.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

Water is available for new residential/commercial
development at Brown Ranch. There is potential to
provide local housing opportunities.

Expand the City’s redundant water supply system.
Update the status of the City’s expanded
capacity of its Yampa River well field.
Examine opportunities to conserve water use,
explore installation of a parallel raw water
irrigation system (direct reduction on City’s
municipal system).
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Water Supply Master Plan Update, City of Steamboat Springs, and Mt.
Werner Water & Sanitation District
August 16, 2019
Applegate Group, Inc.

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This document assesses the availability of current and future water supplies to meet future treated
municipal water demands for the City of Steamboat Springs (City) and Mount Werner Water &
Sanitation District (District). The goal of the study was to “identify and implement strategies to
promote water supply resiliency by preparing for growth, planning for drought &
wildfire, planning for a Colorado River Compact Call, planning for water conservation, and
developing a redundant supply.” The primary points related to Brown Ranch include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Population projections developed for this study indicate that the current population of
approximately 12,700 (City + District) is projected to increase to between 28,700 and 34,500
residents at the end of the study period in 2070, (page ES2). This represents a 2.2 to 2.7 fold
increase in population over existing conditions withing the City’s existing and future service
areas.
At build-out in the year 2070, the study estimates that annual water demand will vary from a
minimum of approximately 5,400 acre-feet per year, to a maximum of approximately 9,200
acre-feet, (page ES2).
The minimum annual yield from the two main sources of water supply (Fish Ck. & Yampa
Wells)total approximately 9,800 acre-feet per year, which is greater than the estimated
maximum build-out demand of approximately 9,200 acre-feet, (page ES3).
The report concludes that the City and District’s water supplies are adequate to meet future
demands, absent any abnormal stress on the water supplies, (page ES3).
Abnormal stresses include climate change, forest fire in Fish Creek and Colorado River
compact call.
Report recommends that the City construct a new Elk River water treatment plant to provide
redundancy to the Fish Creek WTP and to help meet municipal treated water demand
associated with growth that is anticipated on the west side of Steamboat Springs, (page 59).
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Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•

•

City water supplies were found to be
generally adequate to meet future
projected treated water demands through
the year 2070, with the exception of
shortages that would occur in the event of
a wildfire or Colorado River Compact call,
(page E6).
The City has secured 1,200 AF of new
storage supplies in the headwaters of the
Elk River (Steamboat Lake)and maintains
552 AF of storage in Stagecoach Reservoir,
(Table 20, page 52).

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•

•

Development of a new, additional source
of municipal water supply is key to
protecting the integrity of existing and
future municipal water supplies.
Study anticipates future growth to occur in
the West Steamboat Springs Area (WSSA),
located adjacent to the City of Steamboat
Springs on the northwesterly boundary of
existing city limits but within the Urban
Growth Boundary, (page 17).

LRE | Scott Fifer

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

Although City water supplies are adequate
to meet future demands, there are
shortages projected under four system
stressors including: growth, climate
change, wildfire, and Colorado River
Compact call, (page E4). Shortages would
occur even at current demands under a
Fish Creek wildfire scenario. Shortages
under a Compact call and drought
scenario would only occur at future
demands, (page ES6).

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

Develop a third, independent municipal
water supply source in addition to Fish
Creek and Yampa wells. The City is
examining the development of water
supplies from nearby Elk Creek and has
secured 1,200 AF of storage in Steamboat
Lake and 552 AF of storage in Stagecoach
Reservoir, (Table 20, page 52).
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Infrastructure

McDowell & Landmark | Ryan Spaustat

Existing Infrastructure Next to Site
N/A
N/A

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

The site requires the construction of significant infrastructure to facilitate the development of housing.
City of Steamboat Springs 12” Water Main runs across the site.
City of Steamboat Springs Water Casing Pipe runs under US 40.
City of Steamboat Springs Sewer Main runs under US 40.
Traffic Signal at US 40 and RCR 42 Intersection.
US 40 Adjacent to the Site.
Overlook subdivision under construction.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•

Use the existing infrastructure on RCR 42 to
limit the upfront costs.
Partner with the City on the under-pass
project to bring a second water line to the
site.
Partner with Overlook subdivision to bring a
water source and second roadway
connection to the site.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•
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Limited infrastructure may require high
initial construction costs.
Limited infrastructure may impose physical
and financial phasing constraints.

Financing the cost of the initial
infrastructure is going to be required.

Infrastructure

Document Reviewer(s) Name

Steamboat 700 Annexation Traffic Study
October 31, 2008
Fox Higgins

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

Transportation Study completed for the Steamboat 700 Annexation. Document is 13 years old and
number of improvements contemplated by it have been completed or are in design. This document
is generally outdated and should only be used for context.
Additionally, it does not identify the terms and conditions of the final Annexation Agreement.
•
•
•

Figure 2—Primary Roadway Connections
Page 5—Transit Center
Figure 6—Cost Sharing Exhibit

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
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Infrastructure

Landmark | Ryan Spaustat

Steamboat II Metro District
N/A
N/A

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?
Steamboat II Metro District borders the Brown Ranch to the West. The District was formed in 1971 by the
developers of Steamboat II. Water was supplied from one well and operated its own waste-water plant until
1981, when the District connected to the regional waste-water plant currently operated by the City of
Steamboat Springs. The District added a 12” water main and acquired water supply from the city in 1993. In
1997, voters of the District approved the conversion from a Water and Sanitation District, to a Metropolitan
District, thereby allowing the district to begin operation of parks and recreation.
In 1997, Heritage Park was approved and houses began to build. Later that same year, Silver Spur was
approved and began to build. The District has now doubled in size to a population of 1200, having added
almost 200 new homes between 1998 and today. In 2002, the District built a 1,000,000 gallon water tank at a
higher elevation to provide water storage and to increase fire flows to the District's water infrastructure.
The Parks and Rec department has also grown, being now responsible for 90 acres of open space, including
three parks, an athletic field, 6 miles of soft surface trails and playgrounds. We also groom about 8 miles of
winter cross-county ski trails and maintain a 5000-square-foot ice rink. A volleyball court was built in 2010. Frisbee
Golf was constructed in 2015. Parks and Rec operates out of the District's shop built in 2004 and is contiguous to
the Hard Rock Open Space.

No Docoments Provided

•

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•

•

If the first phase of development occurs on
the west side of the Brown Ranch, the
Metro District maybe able to provide sewer
and water service.
There may be an opportunity for a more
regional government body.

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

•

The Brown Ranch is outside of the District’s
boundaries.
The District has limited ability to service
new development.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.

Additional information is needed.

Additional information is needed.
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Infrastructure

Landmark | Ryan Spaustat

US40 West Trail Design (And Water Main Extension)
1/6/2022 (trail plan print date)
SGM

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?
This project will extend the City’s existing water distribution system to the west and to the Sleepy Bear entrance
at US 40. Additionally, the project will use an existing casing pipe under US 40 to extend the water system to
the north side of US 40.
The project will extend the core trail to the Brown Ranch Parcel via a pedestrian underpass. A soft surface trail
will continue the extension to RCR 42. Currently the soft surface trail meanders through the site and does not
seem to follow any particular route. The trail requires 7,433 CY of fill for the construction of the trail impacting
the natural features of the site.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•

Local and regional trail connectivity
through Core Trail extension into Brown
Ranch.
Will extend water service to Brown Ranch.
In the near-term and based on the
different project schedules, the trail
alignment could be designed to minimize
impact to the property and follow the
existing grades.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•

This project will make the Brown Ranch
more bike and pedestrian friendly.

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
• Master planning and design for Brown
Ranch will need to accommodate the
final design of the underpass.
• Brown Ranch will have to relocate and
reconstruct portions of the soft surface trail
that do not align with the final master plan
layout.
• The CDOT trail design may impact areas
that are intended to be kept in a natural
state in the Brown Ranch plan.
• Impact to the creek/waterway crossings
and the need to ensure that these are well
located to minimize additional impacts in
the future.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

•

There is a timing misalignment between
the trail design/construction and the
schedule of the Brown Ranch master
planning likely causing portions of the trail
to be rebuilt.
A Brown Ranch preferred conceptual plan
should be available in late 2022 providing
a potential opportunity for CDOT to revise
trail alignment prior to construction.
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Infrastructure

Landmark | Ryan Spaustat

Steamboat 700 Annexation Floodplain Report
October 29, 2008
Water Resource Consultants, LLC

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?

This report maps the floodplain associated with Slate Creek.
• The existing channel is incised.
• The 100-year flow is generally confined to the channel.
• The existing culvert under US 40 can convey the existing flow with water backing up to
elevation 6131.6
• Development is the area shown flooding must be located above elevation 6131.6.

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?

•

Slate Creek should not impact the
development of the site.

•

Slate Creek must be maintained as a
drainage way.

•

Slate Creek can be incorporated into the
project as an amenity without a large risk
of flooding.

•

The culvert under US 40 handles the
existing flow. It does not have capacity for
the developed flow.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
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Opportunity for channel improvements to
enhance the project’s urban design and
sustainability.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

The analysis does not include the
downstream channel on the south side of
US 40.

Infrastructure

Landmark | Ryan Spaustat

West Steamboat Springs US Highway 40 Access Study
May 2008
City of Steamboat Springs and CDOT

Fundamental Assumptions -

Vehicle access points to the Brown Ranch must be constructed at locations per this document.

Page 13—US 40 Cross Sections
Page 37—County Road 42 Access
Page 40—Access across Stoke property to highway.
Page 40—Access at Sleepybear
Page 40—Connection to Gossard Parkway and Overlook.

•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•

Take advantage of the new traffic signal
at Routt County Road 42.
Partner with Overlook on an entry to the
west side of Steamboat.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•

Roadway connections will have a
significant impact on the Master Plan
layout.

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

US 40 access points are dictated by this
document.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

This document is highly focused on
automobile traffic and routing.
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Infrastructure

Landmark | Ryan Spaustat

Overlook Park Subdivision Construction Drawings
8/5/2021
Four Points

Fundamental Assumptions Need

Sheets C3 & C4 show the overall subdivision layout including the sewer main across Brown
Ranch and the emergency access.
Sheets C5, C6, & C7 show the roadway connections to Brown Ranch and the drainage
discharge locations.
Sheet C11 shows the profile for Gloria Gossard Parkway and the extension onto Brown Ranch.
Sheet C19 shows the profile for the West Turnout Connection to Brown Ranch.
Sheet C20 shows the profile for Emerson Trial and the Connection to Brown Ranch.
Sheet C24 shows the water main connection on Brown Ranch at Gossard Parkway.
Sheet C29 shows the water main stub to Brown Ranch at Emerson Drive.
Sheet C31 shows the sewer main plan and profile that extends across Brown Ranch.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•
•

Provides access and utility connections to
the site.
Opportunity to collaborate on entrance
from US 40.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•
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Neighboring property that provides single
family and duplex lots at market rate.

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•
•
•

Road connections at Gossard Parkway,
Emerson Trail, and Abbey Lane.
Emergency Access easement from
Emerson Lane across site.
Sewer main extends across Brown Ranch.
Water main extends across Brown Ranch.
Drainage discharges onto Brown Ranch as
specific locations.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

Improvements being constructed by
Overlook this summer have not been
coordinated with the Brown Ranch plan
and the portions on Brown Ranch will
probably have to be relocated.
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Stewardship & Project
Economics
68

66

Deed Restrictions and Community Land Trusts: Best Practices
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Stewardship

Willford LLC | Willa Williford

Deed Restrictions and Community Land Trusts: Best Practices
January 3, 2022
Literature Review Conducted by Samantha Snyder

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?
This literature review relates to the potential for-sale housing aspects of Brown Ranch. It explores the two
dominant models for retaining long term affordability for local residents and workers in housing markets where
there are significant gaps between local incomes and home prices. These stewardship models are deed
restrictions and community land trusts.
In the deed restriction model, affordability is retained through a deed restriction recorded against the
property that places certain restrictions on who is eligible to purchase it. Deed restrictions may also set
rules for how the resale price is set, although not all deed restrictions incorporate that component. (p.1)
In the community land trust model, similar restrictions are placed on who may purchase the property,
but the mechanism for ensuring long term affordability is secured through provisions of a land lease. The
homeowner owns the improvements, while the community land trust owns the land. (p.2)
Both models can be fine tuned to local market conditions and desired policy outcomes through the
design of who is eligible and how resale formulas are calculated. (p.3)
YVHA will have the opportunity to define a balance between growing wealth for the individual
homeowner and preserving affordability for the community long-term using either tool. (p.4)
Having an entity that is responsible for ongoing compliance and deed restriction monitoring is important
for program integrity, and already present with YVHA. (p.4)

•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•

The document highlights national and
Colorado based research that can inform
the design of an effective steward tool for
Brown Ranch.

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?
•

A housing inventory that has long term
affordability for local residents has synergy
with environmental stewardship, compact
walkable neighborhoods, and economic
resiliency.

•

Having YVHA in the role of master
developer, author of the stewardship
model, and responsible entity for sales and
compliance helps create alignment of
values for the long term.
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Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

There is an inherent tension between
individual wealth building and ensuring
long term affordability of the inventory
created at Brown Ranch.

•

Finding the right approaches for the
housing market segments defined by YVHA
will be key for market and community
acceptance.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

Designing the stewardship tool and
defining the governance structure will be
important early tasks.
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Health Equity
72

70

Mariposa Healthy Living Toolkit

71

Health Equity

Mithun | Erin Christensen Ishizaki

Mariposa Healthy Living Toolkit

Colorado Health Foundation | Denver Housing Authority | Mithun, Inc.

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?
The Mariposa Healthy Living Tool (Tool) is a guide to assess the health conditions of residents and identify
opportunities for improvement through the built environment in urban redevelopment projects. This process is
similar to a review process called a Health Impact Assessment (HIA), which is typically performed by public
health government agencies, community organizations and academic institutions. The Tool was created for
practitioners, developers and urban designers to improve health outcomes. The Tool affects health outcomes
by advancing evidence-based and effective strategies that improve social and environmental determinants of
health - specifically by targeting design, implementation, and construction in redevelopment projects.
The Tool uses a new approach, providing a comprehensive evaluation tool and implementation guide for
practitioners to incorporate health into design, redevelopment, and construction. The Tool considers
comprehensive health needs in urban development with the ultimate goals of achieving higher quality social
and physical environments that advance resident health and draws on health evidence and standards. The
Tool focuses on health determinants related to projects and programs that can be shaped by designers and
developers.
The Mariposa Healthy Living Tool organizes determinants into the following dimensions, or sectors, of a healthy
community: • Healthy Housing • Sustainable and Safe Transportation • Environmental Stewardship • Social
Cohesion • Public Infrastructure (services and amenities) • Healthy Economy

Opportunities - What are the specific

components of this document that support Brown
Ranch’s goals?
•

Health Equity supports the vision of Brown
Ranch

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development
categories?

•
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Synergistic with all Focus Group categories

Constraints - What are the specific components
of this document that might be limiters or
prohibitive to fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•

The Toolkit should be reviewed as to its
applicability to Brown Ranch.

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed
or required for this document to fulfill development
goals? Describe.
•

What elements are needed to be specific
to Brown Ranch
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Housing & Non-Residential
Demand
76

74

Routt County Community Housing Steering Committee Final Report
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Housing & Non-Residential Demand

RCLCO | Dana Schoewe

Routt County
Community Housing Steering Committee Final Report

December 13, 2016
Routt County Housing Steering Committee (locally elected and appointed officials, business leaders, community members)

Fundamental Assumptions -

What are the key components of this document and how does it relate to the Brown Ranch development?
Housing demand is outpacing supply, leading to rapidly increasing housing costs in Routt County (pg. 2); Brown
Ranch, with over 530 acres, provides land to increase housing supply by creating an attractive built community that
will help alleviate the shortage
There are four key groups/segments that are impacted by the supply shortage (pg. 2); these are likely the groups
for which Brown Ranch development can provide housing supply and help foster a diverse and sustainable
community:
o Seasonal – short-term rental households (<6 month leases)
o Low income – roughly 60% AMI or below rental households
o Entry level – full-time Routt County households comprising the bottom third of the for-sale market
o Move up – full-time Routt County households representing the middle third of the for-sale market
There is an increasing need for more housing at these segments, as of 2016 an estimated 179 seasonal beds and
923 units were needed; Brown Ranch development can scale to impact existing estimated demand/need, and
mitigate future/continued workforce housing affordability crises (pg. 6)
There are key obstacles to providing new housing supply for each of the key groups/segments; Brown Ranch
planning process can address some of these obstacles (pgs. 7, 14-17) and mitigate community consequences (pgs.
8, 18-20)
Brown Ranch provides indirect funding (land)and represents an opportunity for new, efficient and more sustainable
development, potential solutions to obstacles outlined in the document (pgs. 9-10, 21-27)

•
•

•
•

•

Opportunities - What are the specific components of
this document that support Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•
•

Quantification of the need for new housing to
inform the scale of development at Brown
Ranch
Identification of key demographic segments
that will drive the diversity and social cohesion
goal of the community
The housing study was a product of
engagement by many stakeholders, achieving
the goal of an inclusive process to determine
how to solve the housing need

Synergies – Where do the key assumptions in this
document overlap with other development categories?
•

•
•

Total demand will inform scale of community,
which will impact footprint on land and cost
considerations (relates to natural and built
sustainability, infrastructure groups)
Demand by segment will inform the types of
housing character (relates to natural and built
sustainability, urban design groups)
Potential solutions to alleviate supply shortage
include improved transportation (infrastructure
steering committee group)

Constraints - What are the specific components of
this document that might be limiters or prohibitive to
fulfilling Brown Ranch’s goals?
•
•

•

Gaps – What suggested innovations are needed or

required for this document to fulfill development goals?
•

•

•
•
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Lack of insight on policies and solutions that
have been implemented since the document
was published
Lack of broader community engagement
beyond the 2016 steering committee
Lack of commentary on physical development
constraints, water supply, specific costs of new
development, and broader policies (e.g. statelevel) that will influence Brown Ranch
opportunity specifically

Focus on Routt County employment as the key
demand driver to achieve steering committee
goal of addressing the “workforce” housing
need
Updated review of demographics and housing
cost trends to understand whether key segment
definitions have changed, and the depth of the
need today (in 2021)
A deeper dive is needed into tenure, household
types, future Routt County growth projections,
to inform Brown Ranch demand
An understand of how policies and community
outlook has changed since 2016 that will inform
Brown Ranch development
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